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T

he lighting of the 32-foot tall Norwegian Christmas tree at
Union Station in Washington, D.C. took place on November
29, 2007. What could be more fitting than having Will
Steger, American polar explorer and environmentalist, lighting the
tree. In the spring of 2008, Steger sets out on an expedition to
Ellesmere Island in Arctic Canada, joined by a group of young
explorers from Canada, Great Britain, Norway, and the United
States. Their mission is to document the dramatic climatic change
and its impact on people and wildlife. Through the internet, the
expedition will communicate what they experience first hand. For
Steger, the main purpose of the expedition is to engage emerging
leaders and youth. He believes this is vital to achieving an international consensus on sustainable economic development for the
generations to come.
The Embassy is pleased to be a sponsor of the expedition, and we look forward to collaborating with the Will Steger Foundation to raise awareness about the rapid climate change we are
witnessing in the Arctic.
I wish all our readers a happy 2008!
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Global climate change not only
threatens the environment, but
poses a danger to peace and stability. “Many of the countries that
are hardest hit by climate change
are also the most poorly equipped
to deal with the challenges. Some
countries lack almost all of the
systems and institutions needed
to meet crises,” Minister of the
Environment and International
Development Erik Solheim said
at the launch of the UN Human
Development Report 2007/2008
(HDR). The annual UN report is
entitled
“Fighting
climate
change: Human solidarity in a
divided world,” and focuses on
the human dimension of the fight
against climate change.

Following a complaint put forward by Scottish salmon farmers
the EU imposed an anti-dumping
measure on Norwegian salmon in
January 2006. Now, however, a
World
Trade
Organization
(WTO) Panel report states that
the EU’s measure against
Norwegian salmon is inconsistent
with WTO rules on 22 points, the
largest number of infringements
in any case of this kind brought
before the WTO. “We are very
pleased with the WTO Panel's
clear conclusions,” said Foreign
Minister Jonas Gahr Støre after
the report was published on
November 16, 2007. “We expect
the EU to withdraw the measure
within a short period of time.”

Norwegian company Tandberg, a
leading global provider of telepresence, high-definition videoconferencing and mobile video,
received the 2008 Frost &
Sullivan Global Video Conferencing
Company of the Year Award for
its excellence in product innovation and market execution that
has accelerated the adoption of
video conferencing. Frost & Sullivan
noted Tandberg’s continued topline growth and market leadership. Through the first nine months
of 2007, Tandberg revenues
reached $437.6 million. Tandberg
increased its market share standing
to become the number one provider
of video conferencing endpoints
and infrastructure products.

– NORWEGIAN MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

– NORWEGIAN MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

– INGRID WEIE YTRELAND
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design
Wrap around galoshes have long
been considered old fashioned
and totally out of style. Not any
more. After ruining several pairs
of shoes because of harsh and
rainy New York weather, 28 year
old John Ringdal designed some
stylish galoshes to cover his
shoes. Two years later galoshes
from the Norwegian firm Swims
are on sale in 14 countries,
including three stores in the U.S.:
Bloomingdales at 59th Street in
New York, San Francisco and
South Coast Plaza outside LA.
“The U.S. consumer is sophisticated and demanding and enjoys
the fact that the product is practical and stylish at the same time,”
said CEO Alexander Eskeland.
– MONIQUE WATNE

PHOTOSCOURTESY OF WILL STEGER FOUNDATION

I

n 2007 climate change became a global concern. In the United States we have seen
increased awareness of climate change at the grass roots level, and many states, cities and
non-governmental organizations have taken action. The awarding of the Nobel Peace Prize
to the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and to Vice
President Al Gore underscores the widespread recognition that
international security is threatened by the environmental degradation caused by global warming. Mr. Gore’s message is clear: we are
facing a planetary emergency, and it is time to act, collectively and
individually.
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global warming 101

PHOTOSCOURTESY OF WILL STEGER FOUNDATION

Mentoring a New Generation of Explorers

In 2008, polar explorer and
environmentalist Will Steger
brings a new generation of
explorers to the Arctic on
mission “Global Warming 101”

by trude liverød paulsson
ill Steger is best known for his legendary polar explorations.
Over 40 years, the Minnesota native has travelled tens of
thousands of miles by kayak and dogsled, leading teams on
some of the most significant polar expeditions in history. His experiences have taught him about the fragile environment as he has experienced first hand the ongoing catastrophic consequences of global
warming. This is why, at age 63, Steger has turned his attention to fostering understanding and leadership on environmental issues among
youth. For his next adventure, Steger is bringing together a team of six
emerging leaders from four nations on an eyewitness expedition over
Ellesmere Island, an area on the forefront of global warming.
Adventuring always has been at the core of Steger’s life. His famed
1986 polar expedition by dogsled was the first confirmed expedition in
history to reach the North Pole without resupply. As part of his expedition team, Steger brought fellow Minnesotan Ann Bancroft, who
became the first female to visit the North Pole. In 1990, Steger became
the fourth person ever to reach both the North and South Poles and the
first person to reach both poles by dogsled.
“All my life, I’ve sought out challenges that would put me on the
edge,” Steger said. Now he has challenged himself to educate and
inspire people to do something about global warming.
With a B.S. in geology and an M.A. in education, Steger taught science for three years before moving to the wilderness north of Ely,
Minnesota, and founding a winter school for outdoor programs using
dog teams and skis as means of travel. In 1993, he founded the Global
Center of Environmental Education at Hamline University, St. Paul,
Minnesota, and the World School for Adventure Learning at the
University of St. Thomas.
But Steger knew he needed to move beyond the classroom to make
the kind of educational impact that he wanted. His ability to blend
extreme exploration with cutting-edge technology has allowed him to
reach millions of people around the world, under some of the most hos-

W

tile conditions on the planet and be a pioneer in online education. He
may use primitive methods for his travel, but his expeditions take place
at the frontier of the information age. More than 2 million students followed his 1995 International Arctic Project via journal entries and the
first-ever transmission of a digital photograph from the North Pole.
he Larsen Ice Shelf of Antarctica was a massive piece of ice
which took Steger’s team 3 weeks to cross in 1989. When it disintegrated in 2002, it was a cold wake up call for Steger. Not
only did the map of Antarctica change, so did Steger. The earth he
knew was changing, and the science made it clear that what was happening down south was also occurring above the Arctic Circle, affecting the people of the north.
His first step was to form the Will Steger Foundation, with a personal and professional commitment to foster leadership and cooperation in environmental education and policy. The foundation’s first initiative, Global Warming 101, sets out to engage and empower individuals and policy-makers to translate their concern into action on this
critical issue. Through a series focused on global warming expeditions,
Steger will bring the next generation of adventurers on eyewitness
expeditions to the ends of the earth.
In the spring of 2007, Steger brought a team of explorers and
adventurers on the first Global Warming 101 expedition over Baffin
Island in Arctic Canada. The team included three Inuit hunters and
British business man Sir Richard Branson and his 21-year-old son,
Sam Branson. For three months, the expedition travelled to native villages, building and sharing the Inuit voice and the cultural perspective
on global warming.
At 63, when most people are planning their retirement, Steger is
planning future expeditions in the Global Warming 101 program;
“Time is critical, we don’t have 10 years anymore, we have to act
right now,” he said.

T
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"You have to go where there is resistance. That's where the
adventure lies, and that's where you make changes."

2008 Ellesmere Expedition:
Four Nations, One Task
About Ellesmere Island, Canada
The northernmost island in Canada, Ellesmere Island is the nation’s
third largest and the world’s tenth largest island. The island is mountainous and contains mostly glaciers and ice. In winter, temperatures
on Ellesmere Island can reach minus 95 degrees Fahrenheit.

Will Steger Expeditions
1986: Steger leads the first unsupported trip to the North Pole with a
team of eight, including the first female to reach the North Pole, Ann
Bancroft, and 50 sled dogs. 1988: 1600-mile south-north traverse of
Greenland – the longest unsupported dog-sled expedition in history.
1989-1990: The historic 3,741-mile
International
trans-Antarctica
Expedition – first dog-sled traverse
of
Antarctica.
1993:
The
International Arctic Project – first
dog-sled traverse of the Arctic
Ocean from Russia to Ellesmere
Island, Canada. 2004: Arctic
Transect 2004 – Educational
Exploration of Nunavut – compiled
data from the field for NASA and
Environment Canada. 2007: Global
Warming 101: To the Ends of the
Earth – Inuit Cultural Exchange
Expedition to Baffin Island,
Nunavut, above the Arctic Circle.
2008: Global Warming 101: 2008
Ellesmere
Expedition:
Four
Nations, One Task. (See page 5)

4 | www.norway.org

Will Steger’s Team Members
Sigrid Ekran (27), Norway:
BA (Wildlife Biology), MA (Northern Studies)
2007 Iditarod “Rookie of the Year” and “Best Female Musher”
Thorleif Tobias Thorleifsson (28), Norway:
MA (Political & Polar History)
2006 Expedition Leader, Robert Swan’s Inspire Antarctic Expedition 5
2007 North Pole Expedition with Børge Ousland & Thomas Ulrich
Sam Branson (22), UK:
2007 Global Warming 101 Baffin Island expedition member. Author of
“Arctic Diary – Surviving on Thin Ice” (with his father Sir Richard Branson)
Eric McNair-Landry (23), Canada:
2004/2005: First North-American to South Pole w/o resupplying. Silver
Medalist, Canadian Ski Marathon. 2007 National Geographic Young Explorer
Sarah McNair-Landry (21), Canada:
2004/2005: Youngest person to reach the South Pole by kite-ski. 2005: Kite-ski
record Crossing Greenland Ice Cap. 2007 National Geographic Young Explorer
Ben Horton (24), USA:
Award-winning photographer
2007 National Geographic Young Explorer

PHOTO BY TRUDE L. PAULSSON

PHOTOS COURTESY OF WILL STEGER FOUNDATION

- Will Steger, Polar explorer and environmental educator
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Will Steger flanked by
expedition members
(from the left) Toby
Thorleifsson,
Ben
Horton, Eric McNairLandry,
Sarah
McNair-Landry, and
Sigrid Ekran. (Sam
Branson absent)

Young Explorers to Document
Global Warming in the Arctic
by trude liverød paulsson
n April 1, 2008, Polar explorer and environmentalist Will
Steger will set off with a team of six 22-28-year-old explorers
to embark on a 1,400-mile dogsled expedition across Ellesmere
Island in Canada. Together, they will document the impact of climate
change in the Canadian Arctic, an area on the frontline of effects of
global warming.
The 2008 Ellesmere Expedition: Four Nations, One Task will have
an international team of emerging leaders from Norway, Great Britain,
Canada, and the United States. Together, participants aim to inspire
their generation to act collectively to solve global warming. Steger
selected the team members for their accomplishments in exploration:
two National Geographic grantees, two skiing international record
holders, the 2007 Iditarod "rookie of the year," a polar historian, and
Sam Branson, the son of Virgin mogul Sir Richard Branson.

O

he team will follow in the footsteps of the polar explorers who
traversed the Canadian Arctic in the early 1900s. Using historical routes, journals, and archived photos, the team will document
the disintegrating ice shelves, retreating glaciers, and destruction of
wildlife habitat as a result of global warming. The modern-day explorers will cross fjords, mountain ranges, and sea ice, and will leave timelapse cameras on northern Ellesmere to capture global warming in
images. “My team is composed of some of the brightest young explorers in the world. They continue to inspire my efforts to solve global
warming and will serve as excellent role models for their generation,”
Steger said. And it is among the youth that Will Steger sees the real
power: “I look at the youth today and I see what’s coming to them, and

T

I actually feel sorry for them. But I know that they can make a difference, and I have an investment in my heart in that generation.”
orwegian expedition team members Sigrid Ekran, 27 and
Thorleif Tobias Thorleifsson, 28, will contribute with their
expertise by being role models for the youth. Ekran is an accomplished dog musher and subsistence hunter living in the interior of
Alaska. Ekran will compete in the Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race just
weeks before the expedition starts, and will be responsible for one of
its three dog teams. She will also be responsible for observations of the
Ellesmere wildlife as well as sharing her knowledge of the historical
uses of dog teams in polar history.
Thorleif Tobias Thorleifsson, known as Toby, is a polar historian
with in-depth knowledge of famed Norwegian polar explorer Otto
Sverdrup and his early expedition to the Ellesmere Island. Thorleifsson
will share his expert knowledge of polar history in the area as well as
environmental observations of the disintegrating ice shelves in the
area. He is currently working with the University of Minnesota to
develop a new educational map of Ellesmere Island. Thorleifsson is
also responsible for first aid, and will receive emergency medical training in Minnesota prior to the expedition. Before setting out on the
Ellesmere expedition, he will accompany British adventurer Robert
Swan to Antarctica.

N

Follow the 2008 Ellesmere Expedition: Four Nations, One Task:

www.globalwarming101.com
www.norway.org.
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NORWEGIAN EXPERTISE
TEAMS UP WITH WORLD
BANK ON CLEAN ENERGY
by lina tørum

PHOTO BY ARILD STRØMMEN

S

Jannick Lindbæk, former Executive Vice
President of the IFC (left) spoke with current IFC Executive Vice President and
CEO Lars Thunell at the Dialogue workshop at the Royal Norwegian Embassy in
Washington, D.C. in December, 2007.
impressed by this year’s attendance.
According to Strommen, the Norwegian participants' expertise in clean energy, hydro
power and energy efficiency is very timely
and there should be ample opportunity for
continued dialogue and exchange of knowledge between the Norwegian companies and
especially the International Finance
Cooperation (IFC) which focuses its work on
private-sector investments.
vein Aass, the Executive Director for
Norway at the World Bank, says that
Norway’s private sector and the IFC
make a good match when it comes to clean
and renewable energy.
IFC Executive Vice President and CEO

S
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Lars Thunell, welcomed Norwegian private
sector and said: “As a leader in the energy
sector, especially renewables, Norway is an
attractive partner for IFC.” Continued
Thunnel: “IFC is keen to partner with
Norwegian companies as we seek opportunities to increase clean energy investments in
developing economies.” He stated that IFC
already provide financing to Statkraft
Norfund Power to support hydro projects in
Asia and Latin America, and that Norwegian
technical expertise has helped develop IFC’s
portfolio of infrastructure investments and
carbon finance projects. Mr. Thunnell wanted
to discuss how IFC can support the
Norwegian private sector in deploying products, skills, and innovative approaches to
scale up clean energy solutions and said:
“Norway brings expertise in hydropower,
wind and bioenergy as well as solar energy.
New climate friendly technologies such as
carbon capture storage and wave energy are
other areas where IFC and Norwegian companies can collaborate.” Companies present like
ENSI, Scatec Solar, Rainbow Power AS, and
SN Power welcomed this message.
annick Lindbæk, former Executive Vice
President of the IFC (1994-99) and a participant at the Dialogue Workshop,
emphasized the priority that the Norwegian
government places on private sector development in developing countries. He said that
Norwegian competence in this field must
become better known. According to Lindbæk
there is a “strong demand for clean energy
solutions and with Norway’s high profile on
climate change this should be good business
for both Norway and the environment.”

E
f
i
a
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a
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amilla Røssaak, first secretary at the
Norwegian Embassy and responsible
for this year’s workshop, said that the
main focus of the event was to reinforce cooperation between Norwegian companies and
investors and The World Bank Group: ”We
want to make the Norwegian expertise wellknown to the decision-making bodies in the
WBG. We hope that the Norwegian participants see the opportunities that the WBG has
to offer, and also that their attendance at the
Dialogue Workshop will form part of a longterm strategy for future cooperation with the
World Bank.”
The Dialogue Workshop was organized in
cooperation with Norad and the Bank Section
of the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

C

PHOTOS BY ARNE HOEL/WORLD BANK

mall and medium-sized investors and
consultants attended the Dialogue
Workshop in Washington, D.C.,
December 4-5. The theme was “Scaling up
Clean Energy – How can the Norwegian
Private Sector be Involved?”
It was the fifth year the Norwegian
Embassy organized the workshop between
Norwegian companies and The World Bank
Group in D.C., and interest in this workshop
increases each year.
Norwegian ambassador to the United
States, Wegger Chr. Strommen, was
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ETHIOPIA: Norway’s assistance to Ethiopia aims to
foster peace, stability and reconciliation through political dialogue about border conflicts, security issues,
and mine clearance as part of UNDP’s development
program, as well as research for regional energy trade,
and environment and agriculture.

UGANDA: Uganda was one of the first countries to receive Norwegian development
assistance, most of it channeled through more
than 20 NGOs, particularly towards governance, education and social development.
Current projects include a capacity building
program for Uganda Electricity Transmission
Company to help improve the electricity supply, and supporting the UN’s development
fund for women, UNIFEM, to increase participation of women in peace negotiations in
North-Uganda.

VISIONS OF AFRICA
Norwegian photographer Arne Hoel heads up the World Bank’s Africa Documentary Photo
Project “Visions of Africa” which aims to produce compelling and insightful photography that
puts a human face on development. In his photos, Mr. Hoel tries to convey hope and resilience
of the human spirit, even in the face of abject poverty. Aside from documenting challenges, he
also shows the impact of development on ordinary people’s lives. Hoel’s photos on these pages
are from countries to which Norway provides development aid.

www.arnehoel.com
www.worldbank.org

SUDAN: Norway aims to contribute to peace and alleviate poverty in
Sudan. Total Norwegian aid to Sudan is more than $110 million. 35 percent is chaneled through World Bank funds. Norwegian aid helps fund
school books, school materials, building of schools, medicines, running of
district hospitals, good governance and basic humanitarian aid.
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“There is a strong
case for sovereign
wealth funds to
adopt the best practice of open funds
like Norway”
- Gerard Lyons, chief economist,
Standard Chartered Bank London

Transparency and Trust:
Keys to the Norwegian Pension Fund
by arild strommen
ransparency and trust are driving forces behind the management
of Norway’s revenues from oil and gas production. As sovereign
wealth funds (investment funds owned by governments) receive
increased scrutiny by regulators, the Norwegian Pension Fund –
Global may become a model for other sovereign wealth funds.
Norway, one of the world’s largest petroleum exporters, has invested its oil wealth in a fund with a current market value of more than
$350 billion. This makes it Europe’s largest, lagging behind only that
of the United Arab Emirates among SWFs.
Morgan Stanley projects that sovereign wealth funds could grow
from their current total of $2.5 trillion to $12 trillion within a decade.
A concern in the United States and Western Europe is that secretive
management under government ownership may raise national security
concerns, distort markets by pursuing strategic objectives (not financial) and threathen financial stability.
“There is a serious likelihood of Western governments and funds
clashing over what they can buy and where,” chief economist at
Standard Chartered Bank in London, Gerard Lyons, recently told the
International Herald Tribune.

T
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ill the emergence of sovereign wealth funds really increase
the volatility of markets? The opposite may be the case.
Because of a long-term investment horizon for SWFs, the
funds will not be forced by capital requirements or investor withdrawals to liquidate positions rapidly. “They won’t get ‘cold feet’ in
down-times when other investors scramble to sell, but rather stay in it
for the long haul and contribute to stabilizing the market,” said Lars
Fjell Hansson, Counselor for Economic and Financial Affairs at the
Royal Norwegian Embassy in Washington, D.C.
“There is a strong case for sovereign wealth funds to adopt the best
practice of open funds like Norway,” Gerard Lyons in Standard
Chartered Bank emphasized.

W

hat makes the Norwegian fund different from several other
sovereign wealth funds is the amount of information it makes
public about its strategy and investments. Its performance and
risk exposure are reported quarterly and its holdings in about 3,500
companies are detailed annually; in most cases, its investment in any
company amounts to less than one percent of available shares. The

W
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pension fund

The Norwegian Pension Fund – Global
The Norwegian Ministry of Finance has the overall
responsibility of the Government Pension Fund. The
operational management of the Government Pension
Fund – Global is delegated to Norges Bank (the
Norwegian central bank).

PHOTOS BY KNUT BRY/MFA/ISTOCKPHOTO.COM

Key objectives in the management of the Norwegian
Pension Fund – Global includes a high degree of transparency in all aspects of its purpose and operation, the
fund’s role as a financial investor with non-strategic
holdings, an explicit aim to maximize financial returns,
and clear lines of responsibility between political authorities and the operational management.

fund does not seek to control companies through buy-outs. In fact, by
its own rules the fund restricts its ownership in any company it invests
in to five percent of shares. The investment objectives are purely financial in nature, safeguarding assets for the long term.
he Norwegian fund is an instrument for ensuring that a reasonable portion of the country’s petroleum wealth benefits future
generations. This is regarded as an ethical obligation. Only the
returns from the fund will be spent in the annual national budgets. The
fiscal rule says that four percent of the fund may be spent, which is
estimated to be the real return of the fund over time.
This strategy of controlled spending will also keep inflation in
Norway down.
The second ethical obligation is to respect fundamental human
rights. The fund is taking a stand against serious violations of human
rights, such as child labor, gross corruption, and severe environmental
degradation. The fund divests itself of shares in companies which produces certain weapons, for example, cluster-munitions. Norway has
called for a complete ban on such weapons. The ethical guidelines
were adopted by the Norwegian Parliament in 2004.

T

t a hearing in the United States Senate on November 14, 2007,
experts testified on the growth of sovereign wealth funds and on
maintaining a balance between attracting foreign investments
to the United States while managing potential security issues. Edwin
Truman, Senior Fellow at the Peterson Institute for International
Economics, presented a scoreboard ranking sovereign wealth funds

The fund returned 7.9 percent last year and has averaged 6.5 percent a year over the past decade. After
accounting for inflation, costs and management fees, it
has averaged an annual return of 4.6 percent since its
inception, outpacing the 4.1 percent gain in a government-set benchmark.
The Norwegian Pension Fund – Global has a current
market value of more than $350 billion, equaling about
$75,000 for every Norwegian, investsted in markets all
over the world. Close to one third of this is invested in
the United States. Over time, the share invested in equities will increase to 60 percent, while 40 percent will be
invested in fixed income.

according to benchmarks on structure, governance and transparency &
accountability and behavior. The Norwegian Pension Fund - Global
scored 23 out of 25 possible points. This placed the fund second among
the 32 countries on the index, one point below New Zealand's
Superannuation Fund.
“The U.S. government should continue to actively encourage foreign governments with large cross-border investments to develop and
follow a set of best practices with respect to managing those investments in their interests, in our interests, and in the interests of the stability and openness of the international financial system. Our scoreboard provides a starting point for the development of such a set of best
practices for sovereign wealth funds,” Truman said.
lacing third was Timor-Leste Petroleum Fund, followed by
Canada’s fund and the Alaska Permanent Fund. “Timor placing
this high seems like an anomaly, given that most developing
countries placed in the lower part of the index,” Embassy Counselor
Hansson said. “But it is probably because as part of its development
assistance to Timor, Norway assisted in setting up the structure of the
Timor Petroleum Fund. This shows that the guiding principles of the
Norwegian model are solid,” he said.

P

A

Read more:

www.government.no/gpf
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sondre lerche hits hollywood
ondre Lerche, a budding Norwegian star cast in the singer-songwriter mold, recently made his first attempt at composing for the
silver screen. The result can be seen and heard in “Dan In Real
Life,” showing at theaters across the United States.
Lerche, a household name in his native country, is unknown to
many Americans although he resides in New York. In the United
States, his fan base largely consists of connoisseurs of high-brow pop,
a result of his tours with Elvis Costello.
“Dan in Real Life” is a humorous portrayal of family advice columnist Dan (played by Steve Carell of “The Office”), a classic example of
the guy who has all the right answers - and no way of applying them
to real life. Director Peter Hedges made it a priority to find the “just
so” composer for the film. In his promotion of the movie, Hedges has
on several occasions said he was searching for an artist whose compositions could make a true imprint and become integral to the film in the
same way that Simon and Garfunkel’s music did in "The Graduate."
This perspective on producing soundtracks is becoming increasingly
common, as more directors find it unsatisfactory to simply have music
layered onto their film as
an afterthought.
Another
recent

S

example of a director wanting an integrated musical backdrop is Sean
Penn, who hired Peal Jam vocalist/guitarist Eddie Vedder to write the
score for “Into the Wild.”
After considering more than 500 artists, Hedges decided to
approach Lerche. The initial meeting between the two took place in
Lerche’s Brooklyn apartment. Hedges wanted to visit Lerche to present his ideas, and was surprised at the artist’s age – based on the music
the director had heard, he had imagined Lerche to be older. After listening to Hedges, Lerche played him a rough version of a song written
only the night before, which further convinced Hedges of his suitability for the task at hand.
Despite lacking previous experience with composing film scores,
Lerche was unfazed by the challenge, and began working immediately
after his first meeting with the director. In an interview with The Daily
Texan, Lerche described it as “really refreshing to approach a new
musical project that just needed a completely different approach.”
Since Hedges wanted to involve Lerche in all aspects of the filmmaking process, he brought Lerche onto the set on several occasions.
Lerche found the visits inspiring, and said that they helped him “get
into the right groove.” One of Lerche's on-set ventures can been seen
in the final scene of the film, where he appears with his band, The
Faces Down.
Lerche did not slow down once writing and filming was completed, and has worked intensely over the past months to ensure that both
soundtrack and movie get the attention they deserve. The U.S. release
of the soundtrack in October 2007 was highlighted by a performance
on “The Late Show” with David Letterman. Of this performance,
Lerche wrote on his website “what a great, weird setting to be performing a song I wrote in the bedroom/livingroom a year ago!”
The Letterman performance was followed by a 19-day solo
tour of North America, starting in Vancouver in November and
finishing in Hoboken, New Jersey, a month later. The songwriter seems to have become comfortable alone on stage.
According to NME, he joked from the stage in LA that his
backing band was at home in Bergen, “relaxing and having
babies.” The release was handled by the Virgin America
label, helping increase media attention, as it's a more muscular label than Atralwerks, which handled Lerche’s previous releases in the United States.
Said media attention has been positive. The Seattle
Post Intelligencer likened the soundtrack to the one Tom
Waits wrote for the Francis Ford Coppola film “One From
The Heart.” The Daily Beacon Online says, “those who
enjoy listening to the complicated, but brilliant things that
emerge from the frontiers of musical exploration will want
to make themselves acquainted with Lerche’s music.”
Despite his young age, Lerche is fast becoming one of
the most internationally established artists that Norway
has fostered. Those who have followed Lerche over the
years know that any hype that may arise from his brush
with the film industry is not likely to make a difference to
how he approaches his career – Lerche has never shown
interest in succeeding via large-scale marketing. Instead,
he has spent the better part of the past six years touring
small and mid-sized venues extensively to build up a loyal
fanbase. That, combined with a music perfectly suited for
the more reliable adult audiences, indicates that his career
is headed for longevity.

www.sondrelerche.com
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grieg

norwegian rock all over the map
by thor englund

“Y

ou guys rock!” Norwegian screamer/songwriter Ida Maria bellowed to the crowd deep underground at the Knitting Factory in
New York City. It had taken Ida Maria (pictured above) and her
three-piece band exactly one song to win over the crowd, transforming
the audience from nodding I’m-too-cool-to-dance hipsters, to screaming, sweating, punk-crazed mosh-pitters.
Coming all the way to New York from a small fishing village in the
north of Norway, Ida Maria is one of seven Norwegian bands who
were invited to the CMJ music marathon in New York this October,
adding their own exotic twist to the five-day rock fest. Norway might
not be known for its music, but ever since acts like Royksopp and
Annie kick-started the music business in the tiny country up north in
the last five years, the Norwegian music scene has been blossoming
with a plethora of edgy new acts. Bands like Datarock and DJs like
Prins Thomas are all becoming established artists in the United States,
proving that good things can come from small countries.
This year, seven Norwegian bands, up from three last year, spanned
the whole spectrum, from melodic krautpop (Monomen), rickety rock
from a run-down garage (Bonk), shoe-gazing rock (Syme), the youthful sounds of junior high (Ungdomskulen), sexy electro-disco
(Datarock), and Duran Duranesque pop (New Violators). Thanks to
MySpace, these bands’ music is available to American fans.
Back at the Knitting Factory, the crowd was stunned by the raw
sounds of Ida Maria, her hoarse, punk-rocky voice sounding like a burlesque mix of Iggy Pop and Janis Joplin, as Ida Maria jumped onto the
drums, slamming the cymbals with her Stratocaster, collapsing on the
floor to roll around while yelling into the microphone.
“I think it’s strange when people compare me with Iggy Pop, I
mean, I’m just a little girl,” said the 22-year-old Ida Maria, who is the
front-woman and songwriter of her self-titled backing band. “Still, I
take it as a great compliment, of course. Iggy Pop is one of my great
musical idols, along with Wilco, Led Zeppelin, Bob Dylan, the

Strokes, Interpol … Our inspiration is more from the past, you know,
the rock gods.”
Yet, as noisy and punk-rock as their live show is, it still has enough
pop in it to be incredibly catchy, and the audience responded by forming an impromptu mosh pit.
“I was completely overwhelmed with the response we got in New
York and at the Knitting Factory, I really was. I had never been to the
U.S. before, and I had never been to such a big city, and still, people
were singing along to our songs, and dancing and jumping around, it
was crazy.”
The band is barely a year old, but it has developed a cult following
in Scandinavia and Britain, spending its time touring, and is booked in
festivals throughout Europe until next fall. Still, a U.S. breakthrough is
the goal, and the band will return to the States for more performances
next year, while releasing singles throughout the spring and a full
album early next summer. Its newest single, “Oh My God,” is currently on heavy rotation on Scandinavian radio and music TV channels.

www.bonk.no
Datarock

www.datarock.no

Ida Maria

www.waterfall.no

Monomen

www.myspace.com/tr707

New Violators

www.myspace.com/newviolators

Syme

www.syme.no

Ungdomskulen

www.ungdomskulen.com
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what’s cooking

Diving
for Food
by arild strommen
hrough a hole in the ice, Lars Petter
Øie emerges with a large king crab in
his hand. He hands it to the guests of
his “King Crab Safari” before crawling onto
the ice in his scuba-gear. The Arctic Safari he
runs in Finnmark in Northern Norway was
recently named by National Geographic
Adventure Magazine as one of the 25 best
new trips to make in 2008.
Here, above the Arctic Circle, the town of
Kirkenes is situated on the coast of the
Barents Sea. You may stay in a SnowHotel,
rebuilt each year from snow and ice, and featuring SnowSuites where you sleep on mattresses on top of iceblocks, snug and warm in
a sleeping bag. Activities include a visit to the
nearby Gabba Reindeer Park and dogsledding
or snowshoeing excursions through the Arctic
landscape – and of course, the king crab
safari. It takes you by snowmobile to the
frozen fjord where holes are drilled into the
ice and scuba divers dive to the seafloor to
catch giant crabs.

PHOTOS BY WWW.ARCTIC-ADVENTURE.NO

T

“T

he crab claws are very strong and you
should treat the giant with respect when
you dive into the deep sea to catch it for
dinner. The easiest way to sneak up on the
king crab is to approach it form behind and
grab the crab’s rear legs,” Øie says. “The
King crab is not a small fellow, but powerful
in both taste and size.”
In frigid waters the giant crustaceans can
grow up to six feet wide and weigh up to 30
pounds. Since 1960, when Soviet scientists
first introduced the species to the Barents Sea
near the Norwegian border, millions of them
have migrated west. The crabs have few natural enemies, and environmentalists have
grown anxious over their rapid spread, advocating for higher fishing quotas to help control numbers.
iven the king’s status as a prized shellfish, crab safaris have become the latest craving for gourmet eco-adventurers. Certified scuba divers can join the pros as
they plunge to the seafloor and catch lunch;
back in the warmth of a cozy restaurant, the
kings are served, along with a lecture and
presentation by Øie, a crab specialist. “King
crab meat is one of the most savory meals to
be found in the sea. It has attracted guests
from all over the world who wish to catch the
delicacy for themselves and enjoy it in the
freshest possible way,” Øie says.

G

www.arctic-adventure.no
www.bortonoverseas.com
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Preparing King Crab
The Crab is carved/cleaned fresh
from the sea. Put the crab legs
into boiling seawater, boil the
crab and let simmer for a few
minutes. (Store-bought crab is
usually cooked). Serve with simple side dishes such as garlic
dressing, avocado dressing,
white bread, lemon and lemon
pepper.
Garlic dressing can be made
from equal parts of mayonnaise
and sour cream. Add garlic and
leeks to taste.
Avocado dressing is made by
blending crab meat with fresh
avocados in a food processor.
Mix until smooth. Add lemon,
salt and pepper to taste.
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books

More Norwegian contemporary literature is being translated to English
than ever. Don’t miss these books recently published in the United States.
by mats silberg

4

books not to miss

The Indian Bride
By Karin Fossum
Dear Gabriel
By Halfdan Freihow
The Redbreast
By Jo Nesbø
The Redbreast is a compelling
story of war, love and betrayal
wrapped in a crime mystery,
which moves from the waning
months of World War II to the
present and from the icy steppes
of the Russion front to a seemingly peaceful springtime Oslo. Jo
Nesbø is a musician, songwriter,
and author. His first crime novel
featuring Harry Hole was published in Norway in 1997 and was
an instant hit, winning the Glass
Key Award for best Nordic crime.
HarperCollinsPublishers

In the form of a personal letter,
Halfdan W. Freihow describes his
complex relationship with his
youngest son, Gabriel, who was
diagnosed with autism at the age
of three. Though their relationship is sometimes fraught with
frustration and misunderstanding,
it endures and flourishes with
parental pride, and ultimately,
unconditional love. Freihow
founded his own publishing
house, Font Forlag, in 2005. Dear
Gabriel is his first book and was
nominated for the Brage Prize,
the most prestigious literary
award in Norway.
MacAdam/Cage

Elling
By Ingvar Ambjørnsen
Elling is the endearing and hilarious story of two just-released
mental patients — one shy and
imaginative, the other large and
not very bright — who struggle to
find their place in the real world.
Sweet, sarcastic, and moving, the
original Norwegian novel was
adapted to the screen and nominated for an Academy Award for
Best Foreign Film in 2001.
Ingvar Ambjørnsen has written
novels and short stories, as well
as several children's and young
adult titles. He is the recipient of
many literary awards, including
the prestigious Brage Prize,
Norway’s most prestigious literary award.
MacAdam/Cage

When Gunder Jomann's Indian
bride is found dead in a meadow
on the outskirts of town, none of
the good people in the small town
of Elvestad can believe that anyone among them would be capable of such a brutal murder. But
in his quiet, formal way,
Inspector Konrad Sejer understands that good people can commit atrocious crimes, and that no
one is altogether innocent. The
Indian Bride was named one of
the Washington Post Book
World’s best mysteries of 2007.
Karin Fossum is the author of
poetry, short stories and novels,
but it is with her Inspector Sejer
mysteries that Fossum has won
greatest acclaim and has been
hailed as one of Europe's most
successful crime writers.
Harcourt
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Vebjørn Sand Builds Ice
Bridge at the UN

Norwegian Oscar
Contender Plays at
Scandinavia House

n December 17th, only a few days after the UN’s Climate Change Conference in Bali,
Norwegian artist Vebjørn Sand erected a temporary bridge built of ice outside of the
United Nations building in New York. The bridge stands as a symbol of the perils climate change represents. As the bridge slowly melts away, the artist’s hope is that people of the
world will be reminded of the melting of the Antarctic glaciers due to climate change.
The structure of the bridge is based on Leonardo da Vinci’s “Golden Horn” bridge design,
a design that has inspired the artist to build “Leonardo-bridges” both in Norway and, last year,
in Antarctica. ‘

ho’s the girl who keeps coming to
his apartment? Could it be... a girlfriend? This year’s Norwegian
Oscar entry, “Gone With the Woman,” a story
about the mysteries of modern love, kicks off
the Norwegian film year in New York City on
January 8, 2008
“Gone With the Woman” is a film about a
young man’s encounter with the enigma that
is love and the even greater enigma that is
woman. After being invaded, seduced and
conquered, our unnamed main character realizes that he now has a girlfriend. What else
could possibly explain the sudden presence of
a talkative young lady in his apartment?
Before long, she turns his life upside
down, enthusiastically re-arranging the furniture while he trails after her trying to have a
say in the matter. Still uncertain whether he’s
particularly confident in matters concerning
love or women, he makes an attempt to
understand both of these forces. He realizes
that if all parties are to have space in the relationship, he’ll have to fight for every inch of
territory.
“Gone With the Woman” is a film version
of Norwegian writer Erlend Loe’s debut novel
from 1993. Famed Norwegian director Petter
Næss employs bold visuals to paint this story
and brings Loe’s tale to life on the big screen
and does justice to the author's ironic take on
modern love.
Scandinavia House hosts screenings of
films from Scandinavia chosen to compete for
the Oscar nomination for the category of Best
Foreign Language Film, 2007 by the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.

O

he ice sculpture at the United Nations building will be the centerpiece for a bigger exhibition showing artistic renditions of the fragile beauty of Polar Regions. Inside the UN
Headquarters at the East Lobby Gallery, the work of artists and photographers from ten
different countries will be on display. These artists’ images from the Arctic and Antarctica will
be coupled with NASA satellite photos showing the vulnerability and rapid transformation of
the Antarctic Ice Sheet.

T

ther works in the exhibit include watercolors by early Antarctic explorer Edward Adrian
Wilson and photographs by Frank Hurley who accompanied Sir Ernest Shackleton on
the ill-fated voyage of the “Endurance.” Vebjørn Sand’s paintings from Antarctica
accompany other artists’ and photographers’ work including Yann Arthus Bertrand, Julian
Calder, Sebastian Copeland, Lynn Davis, Devastus, Elina Garcia Garrido, Michio Hoshino,
Fred Ivar Utsi Klemetsen, Stuart Klipper, Bonnie Malcolm, Hermann Neibuhr, Anne Noble,
Charly Nijenshon and Gordon Wiltsie.

O

ANTARCTICA: On Thin Ice
Where: Outside the United Nations building in New York
When: Exhibit runs through January 31, 2008.
Info: www.norway-un.org

W

Where: Scandinavia House, 58 Park Avenue,
New York
When: Tuesday, January 8 at 6.30 p.m.
Info: 212-879-9779 or
www.scandinaviahouse.org
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calendar
For a complete and
updated calendar of
events please visit

and his "Homage to Chopin" and
Chopin's dramatic C Minor and F
Sharp Minor Polonaises and the
exuberant A Flat Waltz.

www.norway.org

April 24 2008 at 7:30pm
Grieg and Schumann
The brooding Nordic G Minor
Ballade of Grieg, his "Little Bird"
and Schumann's "Prophetic
Birdm," dreamy Arabeske, and
rousing Novelettes.

on tour
music
Tord Gustavsen Trio on Tour

Info: Tickets are $50 for the entire
series ($35 for ASF members) and
$25 for a single night ($17 for ASF
members). Call (212) 879-9779 or
email info@amscan.org for further
details.
SAN DIEGO, CA, February 14 at
The Athenaeum
PORTLAND, OR, February 16 at
Portland Jazz Festival
MINNEAPOLIS, MN, February 17
at The Cedar
Info: www.norway.org

film
Gone with the Woman (Tatt av
kvinnen)

new york
music
Leif Ove Andsnes Performs
Brahms at the Lincoln Center
NEW YORK, NY, January 17 (7:30
p.m.), 18 & 19 (8 p.m.) 2008
World Famous Norwegian pianists
Andsnes plays in 3 concerts with
the N.Y. Philharmonic, featuring
works by Brahms, Liszt and
Scriabin
Info: 212-875-5656 or
www.nyphil.org
Grieg and the Romantics by
Jeffrey Siegel

NEW YORK, NY, January 8 at
6:30 pm
Norwegian director Petter Næss’s
latest film is a wryly humorous
and absurd examination of modern. Gone with the Woman is, in
part, a twisted comic meditation
on the difference between the
sexes, in which men are associated with lethargy, indifference, and
caution, and women with desire,
spontaneity, and volatility.
Info: (212) 879-9779 or
www.scandinaviahouse.org

exhibits

NEW YORK, NY, Feb 7, April 24
Pianist Jeffrey Siegel brings his
Keyboard
Conversations
to
Scandinavia house as he fuses
Grieg with Chopin and Schumann.
He starts with a commentary on
the music by, followed by a performance of the works. Jeffery
Siegel is a well-travelled pianist,
having performed all over the
world and domestically with the
biggest orchestras such as the
Berlin Philharmonic, London
Symphony and New York
Philharmonic.
February 7, 2008 at 7:30pm
Grieg and Chopin
Poetic and fiery pieces of Grieg

Vebjørn Sand builds Ice Bridge
at the UN

Nordic Voices at Dumbarton

NEW YORK, NY,
Through
January 31, 2008
On December 17th, only a few
days after the UN’s Climate
Change Conference in Bali, Mr.
Sand will erect a temporary bridge
of ice outside the UN-building. The
bridge will stand as a symbol of
the perils climate change represents.
Info: www.norway.org
Gardar at Whitney Biennial
NEW YORK, NY, March 3, 2008 –
March 22, 2008
Gardar Eide Einarsson is the first
Norwegian artist ever to be chosen to take part in the Whitney
Biennial Exhibition.
Info: Whitney Museum of
American Art: 1 (800) WHITNEY
or (212) 570-3676.

WASHINGTON, DC, February 2,
2008, at 8 p.m.
From a Candlelit Historic Renaissance
Cathedral with Nordic Voices, a
Norwegian six-voiced ensemble singing
a cappella at Dumbarton Church.
Info: 202-965-2000 or www.dumbartonconcerts.org
Leif Ove Andsnes in Concert

folk dance
Classes in folk dance
Norwegian folk dance at Sporting
Club Gjøa
BROOKLYN, NY, Mondays, 8 p.m.
For adults interested in learning
and performing Norwegian folk
dance.
Info: 718-436-7723
"Bygdedans"
NEW YORK, NY, every
Wednesday, September – June.
Scandia New York is a group of
people dedicated to learning and
enjoying the "bygdedans" or
regional couples dances of
Norway and Sweden. Live music.
Info: 212-866 9325

miscellaneous
Norwegian Church Service
NEW YORK, NY, every Sunday 11
a.m., Norwegian Seamen’s Church
Info: 212-319-0370

Norwegian Artists come together in New York
NEW YORK, NY, Through
January 7, 2008
Norwegian New York based artists
come together for an exhibition at
the Norwegian Seamen’s Church,
curated by Anki King. The exhibition will feature the works of 15
artists at the Trygve Lie Gallery.
Info: (212) 319-0370 or visit
www.kjerka.com

washington
music

"Småbarnstreff" for Norwegian
parents and children
NEW YORK, NY, every other
Thursday 10:30-2 p.m.
At the Norwegian Seamen's
Church.
Info: 212-319-0370
Lunch buffet at the Norwegian
Seamen's Church
NEW YORK, NY, every
Wednesday, 12-2 p.m.
Info: 212-319-0370

WASHINGTON, D.C., April 22,
2008, at 8pm.
At Washington Performing Arts
Society (WPAS) WPAS Andsnes
plays: Schubert Sonata in C
minor, D. 958, Grieg Ballade,
Op.2. Debussy Selection of preludes from Books 1 & 2
Info: (202) 785-9727 or
www.wpas.org

utah
film
World Premiere of Red
PARK CITY, UT, January, 2008
The film by Norwegian director
Trygve Allister Diesen premieres
at the Sundance Film Festival
Info: www.nfi.no

florida
music
Season opening concert for the
Ars Flores Symphony Orchestra
MIAMI, FL, October 18, 2008
Julie Coucheron, pianist, 19, and
David Coucheron, violinist, 22,
from Norway will be soloists with
the Ars Flores Symphony Orchestra.
This is the first time that two
Norwegian musicians appear as
soloists at the same concert with a
U.S. symphony orchestra.
Info: www.arsflores.com or
954-764-4455
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Walter Mondale to be Norwegian Consul General in Minneapolis
ormer U.S. Vice President Walter F.
Mondale, at the request of Foreign
Minister Jonas Gahr Støre, has agreed to
be Norway’s Honorary Consul General in
Minneapolis.
“I am delighted that Vice President
Mondale has agreed to our request. Mr.
Mondale’s personality, unique experience and
roots in the Norwegian-American community
will help to further develop the longstanding
and important relations and shared interests
between Norway and the Midwest,” Foreign
Minister Støre said.
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs will, in
collaboration with Mr. Mondale, establish the
practical framework for his tasks and the continued work to set up the Consulate General in
Minneapolis, so that it is able to maintain and
further develop the important ties between
Norway and the Midwest.
“With a new organization, and Walter
Mondale as Honorary Consul General, the
Consulate General will facilitate the impor-

F

tant research, education and business cooperation between Norway and the Midwest. I am
confident that Mr. Mondale, with his ties to
Norway and broad background, will promote
our shared Norwegian-American history and
culture in the Midwest,” Støre said.
Walter Mondale,79, was U.S. Vice President
from 1977 to 1981, and presidential candidate
for the Democrats in 1984. He was U.S.
Ambassador to Japan from 1993 to 1996.
From 1964 to 1976, he represented Minnesota
in the Senate. He has also served as Attorney
General for the state of Minnesota. He has
close ties to Norway. His family originally
comes from Mundal on the west coast of
Norway. He has, for many years, been a member of the executive committee of the Nobel
Peace Prize Forum, which holds annual conferences with the support of the Norwegian
Nobel Committee. He has a law degree and
has worked as a lawyer for many years. Mr.
Mondale is married, has three adult children,
and lives in Minneapolis.
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